The theoretical basis of the sexual selection and isolation indices W and Z, often used by investigators in analysing population cage experiments, is reexamined. Their expectations and variances, under the null hypothesis of no selection and random mating, are a function of the number N of the matings and are also frequency-dependent. The exact probability of W is given for any value of N. It appears that the peculiar properties of the distribution of W make its use misleading.
INTRODUCTION
MANY theoretical models have been worked out which take into consideration the existence of sexual selection (O'Donald, 1977 (O'Donald, , 1978 . But, it is necessary, when observing sexual associations at the population level, to distinguish the effects of isolation (homogamy) on one side and those of selection in each sex on the other. The problem then arises of providing a quantitative measure of these effects. In this paper, we consider only the analysis of experiments based on the mixture of both males and females of two different phenotypes A and B, the results of which can be presented in a 2 x 2 table (table 1) 
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Some other derived parameters, Z1 = -1w1, ZM = ''WM, ZF = '/WF and Y1 = (Z1 -1)/(Z1 + 1) are equally in use. The coefficient K of Petit (1951) is only a special case of ZM, when no influence of females is present, and is still used by some investigators (White and Grant, 1977; Ribo, 1977) . The W1 = ad/bc has also been used for the estimation of genetic linkage (Mather, 1951) .
The theory of W is due to H. Levene and reported by Petit and Ehrman (1968) and by Ehrman and Petit (1968) . Since these publications, many investigators have used these parameters, usually in experiments with Drosophila species (Elens, Van den Haute and Delcour, 1974; Petit, Kitagawa and Takamura, 1976; Fontdevila and Mendez, 1979) .
In general, a number of N mating pairs is observed in a cage during a A P1=-p=P1P2 p'=P1Q2 N -R1 B 01= N p'=Q1P2 p"=Q1Q2 analysis, the observed value of each W parameter, W1 for instance, is compared to its expectation E(W1) = 1 on the basis of a confidence interval using an estimation of the variance of W1:
The same is done for Z, but the correct variance of Z1 is: abcd which differs from the incorrect formula given by Ehrman and Petit (1968) and Petit and Ehrman (1968) .
THE UNDERLYING HYPOTHESES OF LEVENE'S MODEL
The use of these formulae, on the basis of the underlying probabilistic model, rests on several hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1: The probability of drawing an A (rather than a B) individual in each sex is binomialy distributed under the null hypothesis of no sexual selection. It means that the number N of mating pairs observed must be small compared to the number N1 of males (resp. N2 of females), in order for the marginal probabilities to be constant. We note in passing that this hypothesis is accepted in the UMPU test of association advocated by Kendall and Stuart, II, 33.24 (1973) .
Hypothesis 2: The probability of drawing the N mating pairs is multinomial, the probability of each class of mating pairs being the product of the binomial probabilities of each type of mate, under the null hypothesis of random mating. Then, this distribution rests on the constancy of the marginal probabilities.
Hypothesis 3: The expectation of W1 is E(W1) = 1. But it is easily shown that this is only verified when N = Hypothesis 4: The use of a confidence interval to determine the significance of an observed W, rests on the supposed symmetry, and even the normality, of the distribution of W1.
We shall examine subsequently the validity of these hypotheses.
THE VALIDITY OF THESE HYPOTHESES
Hypothesis 1: In the particular conditions of these types of experiments, the number of individuals introduced in the observation cage cannot be high, for the different types of matings to be scored. As Spiess and Schwer (1978) have observed, the choice of an A (as opposed to a B) individual modifies the marginal probabilities. Then, the distribution of this drawing is not binomial, but hypergeometric.
Hypothesis 2: If the probability of drawing of each mate corresponds to a hypergeometric distribution, then the probability of a given type of mating changes during the process of pair formation and thus the distribution of the mating pairs is not multinomial. It can be shown that the correct distribution of the N mating pairs (unfixed marginal totals) is, under the null hypothesis of no sexual selection and random mating: P(a,b,c,dIN)=P1xP2xP3 (1) where:
is the probability that (a + c) females A have paired without female selection, and
is the probability that the N pairings are at random (no homogamy) with The probability of drawing N(a, b, c, d) pairs being known, it is possible to obtain from it the distribution of W1. But we have to consider the fact that the drawings of males (as opposed to females) are hypergeometric, on the basis of a finite value of N. But if N is finite, it means that a zero value for the frequency of a certain class of mating pairs has a non null probability. It follows that some drawings of N(a, b, c, d ) pairs can give indeterminate (W1 = 0/0) or infinite (W1 = ad/0) values. We note that this is also the case for the binomial model, as soon as, N becomes finite.
This creates a problem for the study of the distribution of W1, because E(W1) and Var(W1) are not defined if W1 takes indeterminate values.
Nevertheless, as we know P (a, b, c, dIN) for every drawing, we can take an inventory of the drawings giving indeterminate W1, and so obtain their total probability as well as the distribution of W1, after discarding the indeterminate W1 values. E( W1) and Var (W1) are then defined, but they now take infinite values, since certain W1 values are infinite (Haldane, 1956) . By eliminating these infinite values in the same way, we can finally obtain P(Wi/indeterminate or infinite W1 excluded), as noted already by Euwards (1963).
Hypothesis 3: As N is finite, we cannot accept E( W1) = 1 and we have to appreciate the bias B1 = E(W1)-1. At the same time, we shall question the meaning of the approximated variance Var (W1) given by Levene. It is easy to verify that Levene's formulae are obtained using the Taylor's series applied to E(ad/bc) and E(a2d2/b2c2) at the point E(a), E(b), E(c), E(d), limiting the expansion to the first order only.
In the general case, where E(ad/bc) and Var (ad/bc) are indeterminate or take infinite values (for finite N), this expansion has no meaning. But the use of the truncated distribution obtained in the preceding paragraph permits us to give an approximate value to the bias B1 and a better approximation of the variance, if we expand to the second order, for instance.
By expanding to the second order we get:
var a 3 var b 3 var c var d
In Levene's condition (binomial marginal drawings, multinomial mating pair drawings), we obtain:
Although, this model is unrealisitic, it is interesting to note that the expectation E(W1), calculated to a second order expansion, is frequencydependent. The form of this frequency-dependence in the particular case of P1 = P2 = P is shown in fig. 1 This frequency-dependence appears in the same way for the parameters of sexual selection: E(WM)=l+(-+--)+e
The same is true when the corresponding values are obtained from the hypergeometric model.
With:
the Taylor expansion at the second order gives:
and analogous expressions for the expectations and variances of WM and WF. A frequency-dependence is then always observed, although the bias of E(W1) is less important, but the variance is enhanced. Some investigators, using the observed variation of these parameters, have concluded that there is frequency-dependent selection. Before accepting such a conclusion, it is necessary to allow for the bias which we have already pointed out. This is the reason that makes us suspect that some claimed frequency-dependent phenomena could be artef acts introduced by this bias. This could be the case for the results of Muggleton (1979) , Fontdevila and Mendez (1979) and others. We see also that the goodness of a Taylor's approximation to the second order will depend on the proportions of the A and B individuals in each sex. According to the particular values of N, P1 and P2, one could make use of Levene's formulae, our formulae, or the Taylor's expansions at even a higher order.
Sometimes, due to the limited number of pairs that can be observed together, and to the subsequent attainment of indeterminate or infinite 1-that W1 is not continuously distributed 2-that the distribution of W1 is not unimodal for small values of N. It means that values of W1 with small probabilities can be inserted between values with high probabilities. It is only for large values of N (>500) and not too low frequencies (P1 or P2) of each type A or B in males (or females), that a unimodal histogram can be obtained, the distribution remaining asymmetric. Thus, the use of a confidence interval for W1 obtained from a limited number of observed matings is misleading. At least, it is fair to ask if other quantitative indices measuring sexual isolation and selection would not be preferred to W and their related parameters. The literature on the interpretation of the 2 x 2 tables is considerable, but Edwards (1963) showed that a good measure of association must not be influenced by the variation of the numbers N1 and N2 of males and females, and as a consequence, has to take the form of a function of ad/bc. That is why the distance proposed by Schaffer (1968) , explicitly a measure of "discrimination in mating", seems to be inadequate. Moreover, it is constrained by the same conditions as W relative to the numbers N, N1, N2, which must be large. Furthermore, its distribution is unknown.
Among the functions of W1 given by Kendall and Stuart (1973) , are the Yule's coefficient of association, (W1 -1)/( W1 + 1), and the coefficient of colligation of the same author, Y = (Z1 -1)/(Z1 + 1). The index L = log W1 has also been advocated. Clearly, none of these coefficients can give more than W1.
In conclusion, the peculiar properties of W indices make their use unsuitable for the measurement of sexual isolation or selection under the experimental conditions generally chosen by the investigators.
